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Dear Public Service Director,   

Noise-induced hearing loss is a growing public health threat in the United States. It's 

twice as common as diabetes or cancer, and most people don't know about it. October is 

National Protect Your Hearing Month, and we're hoping these new PSAs can kick off that 

month and be played throughout the year. 

As many as one in four people—from teens to older adults—already shows signs of 
hearing loss from excess noise exposure. Too loud sound can also trigger tinnitus, or 
hearing a continuous ringing or buzzing sound, sometimes to the point where it takes 
over everyday life. 
 
Hearing is a sense that is always on, but unfortunately, most of us take our hearing for 
granted. While concerts and sports arenas are obviously noisy venues, so is the clamor 
of everyday life. Hearing loss from noise can be subtle and gradual and we may not 
notice it until a hearing problem can't be ignored. 
 
The damage can also go way beyond our hearing. Untreated hearing loss and tinnitus is 
tied to depression, cognitive decline, even dementia. Hearing loss that is unaddressed 
also impacts the heart—when we feel stress from noise, that can elevate our blood 
pressure. Healthy hearing is essential to our well-being. And hearing loss caused by 
noise is entirely preventable. 
 
Hearing Health Foundation (HHF), a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization, aims to prevent and 
cure hearing loss and tinnitus through groundbreaking research and by promoting 
hearing health. HHF is the largest U.S. nonprofit funder of hearing and balance research, 
awarding research grants to foster the development of cochlear implant technology, more 
effective hearing aids, successful ear surgeries, and ultimately toward a cure for hearing 
loss. 
 
We hope that you will help inform your audience about the importance of taking care of 
one's hearing by airing the new PSAs "Listen Up People!" (:60, :30 and :15) which 
highlights the epidemic of hearing loss in the world today. Also available for use are new 
PSAs titled "Don't Take Your Hearing for Granted" (:60, :30) which feature people 
from all walks of life as they share the real life impacts of hearing loss. The PSAs 
encourage viewers to visit hhf.org/KeepListening for more information about how they 
can protect their hearing. While very timely for National Protect Your Hearing Month 
in October, these PSAs have no end date for use. 
 
Thank you in advance for your support and consideration. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
 
 

Timothy Higdon 
President & CEO, 
Hearing Health Foundation 

https://hearinghealthfoundation.org/keeplistening


 

Keep Listening 

Hearing Health Foundation is kicking off a major culture shift about the way we think 

about hearing, along with ways to protect it. 

 

To learn more, please watch our new PSAs below titled "Listen Up People!" 

(:60) which is also available in :30 and :15 lengths and "Don't Take Your Hearing 

for Granted" (:60) which is also available in a :30 length. We ask that you please air 

these PSAs, which have no end date for use as soon and as often as possible. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

TV PSA SCRIPTS 
  Download All PSA Scripts  

 

"Listen Up People” (:60) 

 

NARRATOR V/O: There’s an epidemic of hearing loss in the world today. 

 

One point one billion young people worldwide are at risk from listening too 

loud and too long. And up to 1 in 4 U.S. adults shows signs of noise-induced 

hearing loss. It’s happening because the world is noisy and blasting your 

headphones only makes it worse. 

 

Here’s what you can do.  Give your ears a rest. Just like your body, they 

need breaks too. And when you rock out - and we all do - be smart and carry 

ear protection. Let’s make earplugs cool. 

 

So listen up people, when the world turns it up to 11, lower it to 6. Because 

hearing things we love is one of the greatest gifts of life. And once it’s gone, 

it’s gone forever. 

 

You’re never too young or too old to take care of your ears. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://psaepk.c360m.com/37416_HHF/pics/psa_script.pdf


 

TV PSA SCRIPTS 
  Download All PSA Scripts  

 

"Don’t Take Your Hearing For Granted” (:60) 

 

COLLINS O/C: Everybody knows what to do to stay in shape, right? You eat 

right and you exercise. We know it, but then we don’t necessarily practice it. 

KAYLEENA O/C: It’s not normal to come out of concerts and clubs with your 

ears ringing and not able to hear. 

 

PRINCESS O/C: You need your ears! You just need your ears, we take it for 

granted. 

 

KAYLEENA O/C: And a lot of people just don’t think about it ‘cuz they think, 

“tinnitus, oh yeah, that’s that ringing in your ears right? Something that 

maybe just lasts a couple of minutes.” 

 

COLLINS O/C: You know if you don’t know you don’t know. But what you 

don’t know can actually hurt you. 

 

KAYLEENA O/C: I thought I had decades until something like this was 

going to happen. I didn’t know that there was a lot I could have done to 

prevent it. 

 

COLLINS O/C: You gotta protect your hearing. 

 

PRINCESS O.C: Protect your hearing. 

 

COLLINS O/C: Wear ear plugs or wear head phones that actually minimize 

the sound that’s going inside your ears. 

 

PRINCESS O/C: Take sounds breaks. We’re constantly on our phones. 

 

KAYLEENA O/C: This is going to get very real for you a lot sooner than you 

think. 

 

PRINCESS O/C: Like, you’re so cool. Your sound isn’t blasting and vibrating 

all the windows…you’re still cool. 

https://psaepk.c360m.com/37416_HHF/pics/psa_script.pdf


 

AVAILABLE FOR DIGITAL DOWNLOAD 
 

These PSAs are available for digital download below: 

http://psaconnect.c360m.com/hhf/ 
 

These PSAs have no end date for use. 

Listen Up People!" (:60, :30, :15) 

Don't Take Your Hearing for Granted (:60, :30) 

Please let us know your preferences on receiving 

PSAs by contacting: 

 

Shaliza Thomas via email at sthomas@c360m.com 

or by phone at (212) 624-9187. 

 

http://psaconnect.c360m.com/
http://psaconnect.c360m.com/
mailto:%20sthomas@c360m.com





